Solitaire Bot Version
By Jacob Fryxelius

This solo variant uses 2 bot players to play against. Use the
normal setup for a 3-player game with no optional rules.
The bot hands are placed face down and the game follows
the normal rules with just 1 exception (2c)
On its turn, a bot will act with the following priority:
1) Repair any damage, starting with the damage closest to
the Core Module and going clock-wise out from it (starting
to the ‘south’). Workshop is used if possible and repairing
Workshop and Airlock has priority.
2) Reveal the top card from the bot’s hand.
a - If it is an event and the bot can play it, it does.
Exceptions: A bot never plays Visiting Worker or Global
Economic Crisis and will only play Cold War and Crew
Rotation if it gains something from it.
When choosing targets for an event, the bot targets the
leading player if possible (i.e. you or the other bot), or the
next player if there is a tie. Module targets are chosen from
the inside out clock-wise, as when repairing.
b – If a module is revealed and the bot can afford to build
it, it will do so. The module is placed using the same
algorithm as for targeting (going out clock-wise from the
Core Module), with the following alterations: Military
Command and Command Center are used if possible. If
there are exits of the same color as the module, one of those
exits is used to get the discount. It can’t build a module that
would leave the station with no exits.
c – If the bot can’t play the card, it is discarded instead and
the bot gains +2 M€. This is the only exception to the normal
rules! It means that although the bots will be bad builders
and tacticians, they will get this bonus to their economy
and they will always draw 5 new cards for the year.
3) If there is no damage and the bot has no cards left, it will
use its crew actions in the same clock-wise order described
above. A bot will not use the function of Core Module,
Junkyard, Robotic Arm or Recycling Center. Observatory
will take the topmost event and put it on the top of that bot’s
hand. Military modules will choose targets in the same way
as the events. Command Center and Military Command
are only used according to section 2b), not when the bot is
out of cards.
4) If nothing else remains
for the bot to do, it passes.
A bot player can also be
used in 2-player games to
add more interaction.
Now beat the bots!

Solitaire Peace Version
By Jacob Fryxelius

This version uses simplified ‘opponents’ that are outside of
play and just determine what is required for gaining the
VP’s; what you compete with. You play alone and you have
many strategic options at your disposal; this variant will
test your building skills!
Setup: Remove all event cards from the deck. Use 2 Core
Modules for your ‘opponents’.
Play: At the start of each year (even the first) each ‘opponent’
draws 3 modules and adds them to its ‘station’, regardless
of requirements and other restraints. They do not pay or
connect them, just add them to what you have to compete
with, preferrably sorted into 6 stacks according to color.
The ‘opponents’ do not get any resources and they do not
take any actions during the game. You play turns as normal,
but you can’t target the opposing ‘stations’.
After 6 years, you add up your score and if you score at least
22 VPs, you 'win'.
If you play this variant with optional rules, the limit you
need to reach to win is increased. The following optional
rules may be played in any combination:
Optional rule: 			
Extra VP:s to win:
Market					1
Enhanced Start			2
Optimal Hand*			5
Core Module Promo Pack		
1
(* Optimal Hand = Choose 5 different modules from the deck
for your starting hand. May be used instead of Enhanced
Start)
The choice of starting hand, your build order, your response
to your ‘opponents’ and how you utilize your Market
options will determine your success.
The game takes about 20 min and is very easy and fast to
play while still giving you a tough challenge and many
things to consider.
Optimal Hand Challenge:
What optimal hand do you think is best? Post your
suggestion on www.boardgamegeek.com

